H30

Designer radiator with digital thermostat
Description

The H30 skirting radiator is suitable for all types of interiors
and guarantees comfortable heating. With its cutting-edge
design and smooth surfaces, it gives comfortable heat and
becomes part of the interior in any room. Considerable focus
was put on user-friendliness, with simple adjustment.
Easy-to-read figures show temperature and options when
programming. Protected against overheating and has
temperature protection with automatic reconnection.

Energy and environment in focus
The H30 skirting radiator fulfills the requirements of the
EU Ecodesign Directive.
It comes with an integrated digital thermostat able to
automatically reduce the temperature at night and during
the day. That can mean up to a 20% reduction in energy
consumption for heating.

600 to 1200 watt versions available.
The H30 has open window detection, and switches
automatically between “anti-freeze” mode
and normal when the window is closed again.
Easy to install, and comes with a separate wall bracket.
Connected to power supply with the cable and plug supplied.

Technical Description
Materials and paint:
Painted surface in white RAL 9016.
Easy to loosen at the top for ease of cleaning.
Max. 90˚C on surface.
Connection:
Supplied with cable and plug.

Thermostat:
Digital, electronic thermostat with built-in programs.
Temperature selected is shown in easy-to-read white figures.
Installation:
Supplied with wall bracket.
Floor stand and connection box can be ordered separately.
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H30

Designer radiator with digital thermostat
H30 Skirting radiator with digital thermostat. Height 200 mm, depth 90 mm.
H30 L KDT

Watt

Areal m2

Colour

Length

Art.no. 230V

El.no. 230V

H30 L 06 KDT

600

7-11

White

870

680006

5428488

H30 L 08 KDT

800

9-13

White

1050

680008

5428489

H30 L 10 KDT

1000

12-16

White

1280

680010

5428490

H30 L 12 KDT

1200

15-19

White

1450

680012

5428491
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